Call for Communication on Astrology Orders

Post by HP. Hoodedcobra666
Sun May 20, 2018 2:19 pm

I have never intended to do this, but this is getting out of hand with few customers who have ordered from me and have simply never replied while having gotten their orders, have put in mistaken data and never replied to it and later vanished, or people who have given e-mails that do not even exist, or have never replied to me of their reception of their readings and/or used mails that do not even exist to deliver their orders.

Needless to say such cases can be confusing, and I post this to solve any such issues.

This is a problem to both - you for your reading, me for time spent mailing people all the time. In other words, everyone loses. I do not intend to make anyone feel bad about it, just please mobilize.

Because I plan to put forth some readings soon I am running a check to reassure that there are no loose ends with any brother and sister who may not have received their orders. After this, I will publish the new readings for whom everyone is in dire need. I planned to do this a LONG time ago. Now finally the time is coming. Let's be a bit vague and say the enemy isn't making this easy for me either. It's hard.

If anyone has had any order that goes back to 2017 or something and they have not received it, you more than likely have received it. I encountered around cases on my first back to back check of issues, and have straightened everything out.

**I post this primarily for people who have ordered before 2017.** It might be a good idea for you to go back and if you have questions and/or have issues with the order, mail me for it, even if you are after this date. I will also send an e-mail to everyone who has ordered after this to make sure the data are put in properly. This is extremely important in getting readings done.

I keep sending e-mails for up to two weeks when someone has not replied to me of having received their readings. If someone does not reply, then there is nothing I can further do, or I am obligated to do. However because I truly want people to get their readings and of course not think something went "off", I urge people from this post to check on everything.

The e-mails that have never replied to me about the reception of their orders. I repeat, anyone who has encountered any such problems, mail me regarding these to my business e-mail: azazels.marketplace@protonmail.com. Don't bother sending me nonsense I will never reply - only business e-mail.

I hate to do this but to reassure that some people won't be thinking that they never received their orders, this leaves me no other choice but to use the public forum for
it.

Check your e-mails. Otherwise, check your e-mails associated with the accounts that you got the readings. As a last resort I may have mailed you there.

There are people to whom I have sent their orders around 10 or more times since 2017.

I am running another and more in-depth back to back check, so everyone who has not received their readings (Accidents may have happened here, sure, and if they are on my behalf I'll deal with them) will do.

For those who do not want to write (maybe for personal anonymity, I fully understand) please notify me somehow. You can easily create a socket account and inform me that everything has been received, for example. Then dispose of the account and never use it again. Write something, from any mail, your initials, order date, paypal e-mail etc., to show me something. You can safely do this from another e-mail that is in no way associated with your other ones.

For those who are in real need of security, go to a random place (not your home or work or phone network) and do this.

I want to thank everyone for their support. It really means a lot.

http://www.josmarket.org

- High Priest Hooded Cobra 666
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